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This is the decade that just keeps giving. Looking back at the distastful period
in American history that I was born into, I thought nothing could be more
crushingly embarrassing than the 1970′s. The plaid slacks, polyester shirts,
self conscious (and pretty coked out) humor of the decade of my birth scarred
me somewhat as a person. As the 00′s race toward the wall of time only to be
strewn bloodily all over the proverbial freeway of history, I think maybe these
past ten years might prove even more embarrassing. I plan to tell my
grandchildren that I wasn’t here. Every time I think it’s not so bad, something
goes wrong. Case in point: Sunday night’s Tony Awards broadcast on the

venerable C.B.S. Poison? It wasn’t bad enough that the Aquanet spokes-group sauntered onto the
stage and played one of their dusty old singles (that came out on vinyl 23 years ago). Oh, no. The
finale was that the Rock of Love himself, Bret Michaels, got smashed by a piece of the set and
ended up with a broken face. I would berate the stagehands and producers, but I think they did it on
purpose. Thank you! The Nobel committee will be calling shortly. Another sign of the current shame
of the civilization is the thing in the woods “I’m a Reality Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here.” To be fair, I
haven’t watched it. Several reasons. The first is that reality t.v. actors/leeches Heidi and Spencer
Pratt and their new pal, ex-Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevitch, never shut up. Blago isn’t even on the
show, and yet he’s giving endless interviews about the show. Months ago, I sat and listend as the
impeachment roll call went through the Illinois State House and marvelled at the complete demise of
a career politician. Apparently, Blago never knew of his demise, and sent his wife to fill in on the
show while he awaits trial. Be of good cheer, though. He’s got these two blond warriors praying for
him. I can’t question the motives of one’s prayer life, but Heidi and Spencer are the unlikeliset
missionaries ever. Ah, but that was so last week. This week Heidi is being tortured and purposely
poisoned by the producers. I’m praying now too, but hopefully the stage set doesn’t fall on her. I am
going to bed until a new era begins. This one is just memorably uncomfortable. I’ll shut off the tube
and curl up in a ball for two years. By then, reality t.v. will have given away to… I don’t know…reality. 
By then  politicians and actors will have some dignity. Who am I kidding? At least there’s still
baseball. Oh, yeah. Never mind.
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